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bed was filled and the stream poured under a little foot bridge and
roared down, a small cataract, into the meadows beyond. I thought
at first it was a little flood caused by the day and night's rain and just
came down the valley, but a merry-faced peasant, who was on his
way to a rustic festival of sheep dipping, said that the sudden stream
I had seen was the water fresh loosed from the mill pound of
Zealey's Mill at Phelley Holme. The man said there were a good
many trout in the brooks from £ Ib. to 2 Ibs. and told me they
should probably end their sheep dipping with a trout-netting frolic
in the evening after the work was done.
At the bottom of the hill in the sunny hollow where we crossed
a little stream of limpid water dear as crystal, dazzling and gleaming
over its yellow pebbles, we met a woman who in answer to my
companion's enquiries directed him to the sheepwashing. And
presently we came to the gate of the meadow where the rural
festival was being held. A group of men whose clothes were
splashed and dyed by the red wash were plunging sheep and lambs
one by one into a long deep trough. The sheep went in white and
came out red, protected by thek dipping against the attentions of
the fly, and walked away across the meadow to join the nock,
shaking the red wash in showers from thek close-shorn fleeces.
The lane grew more and still more lovely. The morning sun-
light slanted richly across the road between the trees, or struck
here and there through a break in the foliage and tipped a frond of
fern with brilliant green light. Broad alternate bars of sunshine and
shadow ky across the lane, the sunlight shone on the polished grey
silvery stems of a row of beeches, and a tender morning mist hung
dreamily over the wooded hollow of the dingle below the road.
The lane opened up into a high open common across which the
morning breeze from the sea stirred freshly with a cool light after
the warm shelter of the hollow lanes. Beyond the common a gate
let into a shady road cool and damp, dark and quiet as a cloister. It
was completely overhung by trees, and the air was filled with the
fragant aromatic scent of the fir trees and the soft carpet of fir
needles with which the ground was thickly strewn. The fields of
ripening wheat began to glow golden along the slopes of the blue
huls and the ferns, fresh washed by the rain of the night, beamed
clear and brilliant green where the sun slanted silently through the
windows of the wood.

